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(54) CONTROL SYSTEM AND CONTROL METHOD

(57) A control method and a control system (2), by
which a motor (31) can be controlled. The control system
(2) comprises a central processing module (22) and a
drive control module (23). In a period in which a voltage
is not applied to any phase coil of the motor (31), the
drive control module (23) collects voltages of the coil to
which the voltage is not applied, and converts the volt-
ages of the coil into digital signals. The central processing
module (22) reads the digital signals and determines
whether the running speed of the motor (31) is consistent
with a preset speed depending on whether an average
value of the digital signals falls within a preset threshold
range, which helps to improve the control precision.
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Description

[0001] The present application claims the priority to
Chinese Patent Application No. 2017103716905, titled
"CONTROL SYSTEM AND CONTROL METHOD", filed
on May 24, 2017 with the China National Intellectual
Property Administration, which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The present application relates to the field of
control technology, and in particular to a control system
and a control method for controlling a motor.

BACKGROUND

[0003] A motor is installed on a driven device or a driv-
en component. When the motor starts, an actual running
speed of the motor does not match with a set speed,
while the subsequent operation is based on the set
speed, which will cause a large error and even cause a
motor burning phenomenon in severe cases. In order to
avoid such phenomenon, it is required to control the run-
ning speed of the motor.
[0004] Therefore, there is a need to improve the con-
ventional technology to solve the above technical issues.

SUMMARY

[0005] An object of the present application is to provide
a control method and a control system for controlling a
running speed of a motor.
[0006] In order to achieve the above object, a control
system is provided according to the present application.
The control system is used to control a motor, and in-
cludes a central processing module and a drive control
module.
when the motor is running, the drive control module is
configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of the
motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a period in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and convert the voltage of the phase coil of the motor, to
which no voltage is applied, into a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital signal
and update the digital signal in real time during the period
in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the
motor;
the central processing module is configured to read the
digital signal, and obtain a present average value by per-
forming a mathematical operation on the present digital
signal and either a previous average value or an initial
value; and
the central processing module is configured to determine
whether the present average value falls between a first
threshold and a second threshold, wherein the first
threshold and the second threshold are set correspond-
ing to a preset speed, and the central processing module

is configured to determine whether a running speed of
the motor is consistent with the preset speed according
to a determination result and send out a control signal.
[0007] Optionally, the drive control module includes a
coil sample-and-hold circuit and an ADC circuit, the coil
sample-and-hold circuit is configured to sample the volt-
age of the coil, and the ADC circuit is configured to con-
vert the sampled voltage signal of the coil into the digital
signal.
[0008] Optionally, the drive control module further in-
cludes a logic processing register, the logic processing
register includes a bemf register, and the bemf register
is configured to store the digital signal converted by the
ADC circuit.
[0009] Optionally, the logic processing register further
includes a micro-step register, and the micro-step regis-
ter is configured to store a micro-step value of a stepping
motor.
[0010] Optionally, the logic processing register is con-
figured to provide a clock signal to the coil sample-and-
hold circuit, to allow voltage sampling of the coil per-
formed by the coil sample-and-hold circuit occurs during
the period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor.
[0011] A control method for controlling a motor is fur-
ther provided according to the present application. The
control method is implemented by the control system,
and the control system includes a central processing
module and a drive control module;
when the motor is running, the drive control module is
configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of the
motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a period in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and convert the voltage of the phase coil of the motor, to
which no voltage is applied, into a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital signal
and update the digital signal in real time during the period
in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the
motor;
the central processing module is configured to read the
digital signal, obtain a present average value of the digital
signal, and perform the control method, and
the control method includes the following steps:

a1, reading a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and either an initial value
Bemfaver0 or a previous average value;
a2, reading a digital signal Bemfi;
a3, calculating a present average value Bemfaveri
according to an equation Bemfaveri=(aBem-
faveri-1+bBemfi)/(a+b), wherein i represents the
number of times the digital signal is read, i=1, 2...,
and when i=1, Bemfaveri-1 is the initial value
Bemfaver0;
a4, determining whether the present average value
Bemfaveri falls between the first threshold Bemfmin
and the second threshold Bemfmax, and if yes, pro-
ceeding to Step a2, otherwise proceeding to Step
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a5; and
a5, determining that a running speed of the motor is
inconsistent with a preset speed and sending out a
control signal.

[0012] Another control method for controlling a motor
is further provided according to the present application.
The control method is implemented by the control sys-
tem, and the control system includes a central processing
module and a drive control module;
when the motor is running, the drive control module is
configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of the
motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a period in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and convert the voltage of the phase coil of the motor, to
which no voltage is applied, into a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital signal
and update the digital signal in real time during the period
in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the
motor;
the central processing module is configured to read the
digital signal, obtain a present average value of the digital
signal, and perform the control method,
the control method includes the following steps:

a1, reading a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and either an initial value
Bemfaver0 or a previous average value;

a2, reading a digital signal Bemfi;

a3, calculating a present average value Bemfaveri
according to an equation Bemfaveri=(Bem-
faveri-1+Bemfi)/2, wherein i represents the number
of times the digital signal is read, i=1, 2..., and when
i=1, Bemfaveri-1 is the initial value Bemfaver0;

a4, determining whether the present average value
Bemfaveri falls between the first threshold Bemfmin
and the second threshold Bemfmax, and if yes, pro-
ceeding to Step a2, otherwise proceeding to Step
a5; and

a5, determining that a running speed of the motor is
inconsistent with a preset speed and sending out a
control signal.

[0013] Optionally, the control method further includes
Step b3 after Step a2:
Step b3, determining whether a moment when the digital
signal is read is within the period in which no voltage is
not applied to any phase coil of the motor, and if yes,
proceeding to Step a2, otherwise proceeding to Step a3.
[0014] Optionally, the control method further includes
Step b31 after Step b3:
Step b31, determining whether there is one period, in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
included between the read digital signal and the previous

digital signal, and if yes, proceeding to Step a3, otherwise
proceeding to Step a2.
[0015] Optionally, the control method further includes
Step b2 after Step a1 or before Step a1.
Step b2, controlling a motor speed to avoid a resonance
interval of the motor, wherein a speed corresponding to
the motor resonance interval is related to properties of
the motor itself.
[0016] Compared with the conventional technology,
the control system provided by the present application
can control the operation of the motor. The control system
includes the central processing module and the drive
control module. The central processing module sends,
based on an operating state of the motor, a drive signal
to control actions of the motor. When the motor is running,
the drive control module samples the voltage of the phase
coil of the motor, to which no voltage is applied, during
the period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, and converts the voltage of the phase
coil into the digital signal. The control system stores the
digital signal and updates the digital signal in real time
during the period in which no voltage is applied to any
phase coil of the motor. The central processing module
reads the digital signal and obtains the present average
value by performing a calculation on the present digital
signal and either the previous average value or the initial
value. The central processing module determines wheth-
er the present average value falls between the first
threshold and the second threshold, where the first
threshold and the second threshold are set correspond-
ing to the preset speed, and further determines whether
the running speed of the motor is consistent with the pre-
set speed based on the determination result. The central
processing module determines whether the speed of the
motor matches the preset speed by determining whether
the present average value falls within the threshold
range, thus realizing monitoring the running speed in real
time and improving the accuracy of the motor control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017]

Figure 1 is a schematic functional diagram of a first
embodiment of a control system according to the
present application;

Figure 2 is a schematic functional diagram of a sec-
ond embodiment of the control system according to
the present application;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment
of a drive control module shown in Figure 1 or Figure
2;

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram showing the corre-
spondence relationship between the current of a
phase coil, to which no voltage is applied, and the
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time;

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram showing the corre-
spondence relationship between the voltage of a
phase coil, to which no voltage is applied, and the
time;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram showing the corre-
spondence relationship between the currents of the
a-phase coil and the b-phase coil of the motor and
the time;

Figure 7 is a schematic flow chart of a first embodi-
ment of a control method according to the present
application;

Figure 8 is a schematic flow chart of a second em-
bodiment of the control method according to the
present application;

Figure 9 is a schematic flow chart of a third embod-
iment of the control method according to the present
application; and

Figure 10 is a schematic flow chart of a fourth em-
bodiment of the control method according to the
present application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The technical features and advantages of the
embodiments of the present application are described in
detail below with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings.
[0019] A motor includes a coil and a rotor. A control
system is capable of controlling the operation of the mo-
tor. The control system includes a central processing
module and a drive control module. The central process-
ing module sends a drive signal to control actions of the
motor according to an operating state of the motor. When
the motor is running, the drive control module samples
a voltage of a phase coil of the motor, to which no voltage
is applied, during a period in which no voltage is applied
to any phase coil of the motor, and converts the voltage
of the phase coil into a digital signal. The control system
stores the digital signal and updates the digital signal in
real time during the period in which no voltage is applied
to any phase coil of the motor. The central processing
module reads the digital signal and obtains a present
average value by performing a mathematical operation
on a present digital signal and either a previous average
value or an initial value. The central processing module
determines whether the present average value falls be-
tween a first threshold and a second threshold, where
the first threshold and the second threshold are set cor-
responding to a preset speed, and the central processing
module determines whether a running speed of the motor
is consistent with the preset speed according to a deter-

mination result. In this way, whether the running speed
is consistent with the preset speed is determined by judg-
ing whether the present average value falls within an in-
terval between the first threshold and the second thresh-
old, thus realizing monitoring the running speed in real
time and facilitating improving the control accuracy.
[0020] The motor in the present application may be
applied to an electronic expansion valve, an electronic
water valve and other motor-driven products. As an ex-
ample, the motor, the control system and the control
method herein are applied to the electronic expansion
valve, and the control system provided by the present
application is described in detail in conjunction with Fig-
ure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3.
[0021] Referring to Figure 1, in this embodiment, the
control system 2 includes a bus transceiver module 21,
a central processing module 22, a drive control module
23 and a drive module 24. The electronic expansion valve
3 includes a motor 31 and a value body 32. The control
system 2 is connected with a bus 1 and the electronic
expansion valve 3. The bus transceiver module 21 is con-
figured to receive a control signal sent by the bus 1 and
send the control signal to the central processing module
22. The central processing module 22 performs a method
operation after reading the digital signal and determines
the operating state of the motor 31. When the motor is
running, the drive control module 23 samples a voltage
of a phase coil of the motor, to which no voltage is applied,
during a period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, converts the sampled voltage of this
phase coil of the motor into a digital signal, and stores
the digital signal. Apparently, the digital signal may be
stored in other positions. The drive module 24 is config-
ured to receive the control signal sent by the drive control
module 23, and control the on and off of the current supply
of the motor 31. Apparently, the bus transceiver module
21 may be a LIN transceiver module or other communi-
cation module such as a CAN transceiver module or a
PWM communication module.
[0022] Referring to Figure 2, in this embodiment, the
control system 2 includes a bus transceiver module 21,
a central processing module, a drive control module 23
and a drive module 24. The central processing module
is integrated in a vehicle thermal management central
processing module 22. In addition to sending control sig-
nals to the drive control module 23, the vehicle thermal
management central processing module 22 also sends
control signals to other devices of the vehicle. Such ar-
rangement of the central processing module saves space
and simplifies connections of the control system. The bus
transceiver module 21 is configured to receive a control
signal sent by a LIN bus or/and CAN bus 1 and send the
control signal to the vehicle thermal management central
processing module 22, where the bus transceiver module
21 may also be other communication module, such as a
PWM communication module.
[0023] Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of an embod-
iment of the drive control module 23. In this embodiment,
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the drive control module 23 includes a coil sample-and-
hold circuit 231, an ADC circuit 232 and a logic process-
ing register 233. The coil sample-and-hold circuit 231
alternately selects one of the coils a and b of the motor
as a present voltage sampling source, that is, the coil a
is selected as the present voltage sampling source when
starting sampling, and the coil b is selected as the present
voltage sampling source for next time, such that the sam-
pling is performed alternately, and the voltage across two
ends of the selected coil is sampled and output by the
coil sample-and-hold circuit to the ADC circuit 232. The
ADC circuit 232 converts an analog signal into a digital
signal and outputs the digital signal. The logic processing
register 233 includes a bemf register 234 configured to
store the digital signal sent by the ADC circuit 232, and
the digital signal converted by the ADC circuit 232 is up-
dated accordingly in the bemf register 234. The logic
processing register 233 operates according to an input
reference clock. The logic processing register 233 may
provide a clock signal to the coil sample-and-hold circuit
231, such that voltage sampling of the coil is performed
by the coil sample-and-hold circuit 231 only during a pe-
riod in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of
the motor.
[0024] The logic processing register 233 further in-
cludes a micro-step register 235. A value stored in the
micro-step register 235 is a micro-step value correspond-
ing to the current running position of the motor. Therefore,
by reading the value stored in the micro-step register, it
can be determined at which micro-step position the motor
is running currently. In a case that a set value for a motor
stepping mode is 16 micro-steps (that is, a full step is
divided into 16 micro-steps), a value range of the register
may range from 0 to 63, and the range corresponds to 4
full steps, that is, one drive cycle. When the set value for
the stepping mode is changed, the range of the register
may be changed accordingly.
[0025] The drive control module 23 samples a voltage
of a phase coil, to which no voltage is applied, during the
period in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of
the motor, and converts the voltage of this phase coil into
the digital signal. During the period, the drive control mod-
ule 23 samples the voltage of the coil multiple times, and
the number of times the voltage is sampled depends on
a motor speed and a sampling frequency. Generally, the
higher the motor speed and the greater the sampling fre-
quency, the more the number of times the coil voltage is
sampled, and each sample value of the coil voltage is
updated into the bemf register 234 in real time.
[0026] The above sampling process is described be-
low in conjunction with Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.
[0027] Referring to Figure 6, a first period Ta0 (corre-
sponding to a micro-step value of 0) and a second period
Tb0 (corresponding to a micro-step value of 16) corre-
spond to two periods in which no voltage is applied to
the a-phase coil and the b-phase coil. Sampling the coil
voltage occurs in these periods, such that the micro-step
value of 0, that is, a last sampled voltage value in the first

time period Ta0, is stored in the bemf register 234 until
the second time period Tb0. The first time period Ta0 cor-
responds to a period between a first time point T1 and a
second time point T2 shown in Figure 4. The drive control
module 23 continuously samples the coil voltage be-
tween the first time point T1 and the second time point
T2, and updates the sample value stored in the bemf
register 234. As shown in Figure 5, in this embodiment,
according to the speed of the motor, the first sampling is
S10 and the last sampling is S27. The number of times
the voltage is sampled is 18, and each sample value is
updated and stored in the bemf register 234. After the
second time point T2, the bemf register stores the last
sample value until a starting point of the second period
Tb0. As shown in Figure 6, during a period from an ending
point of the first time period Ta0 to the starting point of
the second time period Tb0, the bemf register 234 always
stores the last sample value.
[0028] As shown in Figure 5, the first sampling S10 to
the 18th sampling S27 occur in the first time period Ta0,
and the time period corresponds to the same micro-step
value stored in the micro-step register 235. If the set value
for the motor stepping mode is 16 micro-steps, the cor-
responding value range of the micro-step register 235
may range from 0 to 63, and this range corresponds to
4 full steps, that is, one drive cycle. The micro-step values
are 0, 16, 32, and 48, respectively. When the micro-step
value is 0, the micro-step value corresponds to the time
period between the first time point T1 and the second
time point T2 shown in Figure 4.
[0029] Referring to Figure 4, the first time point T1 is a
moment when the voltage is stopped from being applied
to the coil, the current of the coil does not immediately
become zero, and there is always a problem that the coil
voltage between the first time point T1 and a delay time
point Tdecay is not an actual back electromotive force of
the coil. Thus, a delay module 236 may be integrated in
the logic processing register 233, such that the central
processing module 22 reads the digital signal bemfi from
the drive control module 23 after the delay time point
Tdecay, to allow the sampled coil voltage to more approx-
imate to the actual back electromotive force, thereby fur-
ther improving the reliability of control. Step b3 may also
be used, such that the central processing module reads
the digital signal after the second time point T2 and the
sampled voltage of the coil is more approximate to the
actual back electromotive force, thereby further improv-
ing the reliability of control.
[0030] The control method of the embodiments of the
present application is described below in conjunction with
Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10.
[0031] Referring to Figure 7, a first embodiment of the
control method is capable of determining whether the
actual running speed of the motor is consistent with the
set speed. An initial value Bemfaver0 is set according to
a preset speed. A first threshold Bemfmin and a second
threshold Bemfmax correspond to a minimum value and
a maximum value of a digital signal corresponding to the
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set speed of the motor, respectively. The control method
includes the following steps a1 to a5:
[0032] In Step a1, a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and an initial value Bemfaver0 are
read.
[0033] In Sep a2, a digital signal Bemfi is read.
[0034] In Step a3, a present average value Bemfaveri
is calculated according to the equation Bem-
faveri=(aBemfaveri-1+bBemfi)/(a+b), where i represents
the number of times the digital signal is read, i=1, 2...,
and when i=1, Bemfaveri-1 is the initial value Bemfaver0.
[0035] In Step a4, it is determined whether the present
average value Bemfaveri is within an interval between
the first threshold Bemfmin and the second threshold
Bemfmax, and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step
a5 is performed.
[0036] In Step a5, it is determined that a running speed
of the motor is inconsistent with a preset speed, and a
control signal is sent out.
[0037] Generally, one preset speed corresponds to
one digital signal Bemfi, the digital signal Bemfi
corresponding to the speed is given an error range, for
example, the error range is from -10% to +10%, the first
threshold Bemfmin=0.9Bemfi, and the second threshold
Bemfmax=1.1Bemfi. If the present average value
Bemfaveri corresponding to the digital signal obtained by
each sampling falls within the interval [Bemfmin,
Bemfmax], it indicates that the actual running speed of
the motor matches the set speed within a certain error
range, otherwise the motor speed is abnormal. If it is
detected that the actual running speed of the motor does
not match the set speed, it will be displayed on a screen
or prompted by an alarm. By adopting the control method,
the actual running speed of the motor can be monitored
in real time during the starting process of the motor, and
problems may be found and solved in time, which is
advantageous for improving the control accuracy.
Apparently, an error ratio may be set to other values
according to the control accuracy and the system
operating capacity; for example, in a case that the system
operating capacity is sufficient, the error ratio may be set
between 5% and 20%.
[0038] Figure 8 is a second embodiment of the control
method, which can determine whether the actual running
speed of the motor is consistent with the set speed. An
initial value Bemfaver0 is set according to the preset
speed. A first threshold Bemfmin and a second threshold
Bemfmax correspond to a minimum value and a maximum
value of a digital signal corresponding to the set speed
of the motor, respectively. The control method includes
the following steps a1 to a5.
[0039] In Step a1, a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and an initial value Bemfaver0 are
read.
[0040] In Sep a2, a digital signal Bemfi is read.
[0041] In Step a3, a present average value Bemfaveri
is calculated according to the equation Bemfaveri=(Bem-
faveri-1+Bemfi)/2, where i represents the number of times

the digital signal is read, i=1, 2..., and when i=1, Bem-
faveri-1 is the initial value Bemfaver0.
[0042] In Step a4, it is determined whether the present
average value Bemfaveri is within an interval between
the first threshold Bemfmin and the second threshold
Bemfmax, and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step
a5 is performed.
[0043] In Step a5, it is determined that a running speed
of the motor is inconsistent with a preset speed and a
control signal is sent out.
[0044] This embodiment is different from the first em-
bodiment in that a coefficient of the previous average
value and a coefficient of the present digital signal are
both set to 1 in this embodiment to obtain the present
average value, and in this way, the mathematical oper-
ation of the system is simple, which is beneficial to re-
ducing the occupation of the system and improving the
running speed of the system.
[0045] Figure 9 is a third embodiment of the control
method, which can determine whether the actual running
speed of the motor is consistent with the set speed. An
initial value Bemfaver0 is set according to the preset
speed. A first threshold Bemfmin and a second threshold
Bemfmax correspond to a minimum value and a maximum
value of a digital signal corresponding to the set speed
of the motor, respectively. The control method includes
the following steps a1, a2, b3, a3, a4 and a5.
[0046] In Step a1, a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and an initial value Bemfaver0 are
read.
[0047] In Sep a2, a digital signal Bemfi is read.
[0048] In Step b3, it is determined whether a moment
when the digital signal Bemfi is read is within a period in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step a3 is
performed.
[0049] In Step a3, a present average value Bemfaveri
is calculated according to the equation Bemfaveri=(Bem-
faveri-1+Bemfi)/2, where i represents the number of times
the digital signal is read, i=1, 2..., and when i=1, Bem-
faveri-1 is the initial value Bemfaver0.
[0050] In Step a4, it is determined whether the present
average value Bemfaveri is within an interval between
the first threshold Bemfmin and the second threshold
Bemfmax, and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step
a5 is performed.
[0051] Step a5, it is determined that a running speed
of the motor is inconsistent with a preset speed and a
control signal is sent out.
[0052] The main difference from the second embodi-
ment is that, in this embodiment Step b3 is included, and
in Step b3 it is determined whether a moment when the
digital signal Bemfi is read is within a period in which no
voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor, and if
yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step a3 is per-
formed. A situation in which the voltage of the coil read
by the central processing module 22 from the bemf reg-
ister does not coincide with the back electromotive force
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of the coil is excluded by setting Step b3, thereby further
improving the reliability of control.
[0053] Apparently, this embodiment is described on
the basis of the second embodiment, and Step b3 may
also be applied to the first embodiment, which can ad-
dress the same technical issue as that of this embodiment
and achieve the same technical effect.
[0054] Figure 10 is a fourth embodiment of the control
method, which can determine whether the actual running
speed of the motor is consistent with the set speed. An
initial value Bemfaver0 is set based on the preset speed.
A first threshold Bemfmin and a second threshold
Bemfmax correspond to a minimum value and a maximum
value of a digital signal corresponding to the set speed
of the motor, respectively. The control method includes
the following steps a1, a2, b3, b31, a3, a4 and a5.
[0055] In Step a1, a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and an initial value Bemfaver0 are
read.
[0056] In Sep a2, a digital signal Bemfi is read.
[0057] In Step b3, it is determined whether a moment
when the digital signal Bemfi is read is within a period in
which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step a3 is
performed.
[0058] In Step b31, it is determined whether there is
one period, in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, included between the read digital signal
and the previous digital signal, and if yes, step a3 is per-
formed, otherwise step a2 is performed.
[0059] In Step a3, a present average value Bemfaveri
is calculated according to the equation Bemfaveri=(Bem-
faveri-1+Bemfi)/2, where i represents the number of times
the digital signal is read, i=1, 2..., and when i=1, Bem-
faveri-1 is the initial value Bemfaver0.
[0060] In Step a4, it is determined whether the present
average value Bemfaveri is within an interval between
the first threshold Bemfmin and the second threshold
Bemfmax, and if yes, Step a2 is performed, otherwise Step
a5 is performed.
[0061] In Step a5, it is determined that a running speed
of the motor is inconsistent with a preset speed and a
control signal is sent out.
[0062] Compared with the third embodiment, Step b31
is added in this embodiment, and in Step b31 it is deter-
mined whether there is one period, in which no voltage
is applied to any phase coil of the motor, included be-
tween the read digital signal and the previous digital sig-
nal, and if yes, Step a3 is performed, otherwise Step a2
is performed. Since one digital signal Bemfi may be read
by the central processing module 22 multiple times, and
may be reused, the control speed may be slowed down.
It is ensured that the digital signal Bemfi read multiple
times is used only once by recording the digital signal
Bemfi read by the central processing module multiple
times as one effective value during the period in which
no voltage is applied to any phase coil, and it is further
determined whether the running speed of the motor is

consistent with the preset speed. Such method can avoid
the problem that the digital signal is reused, and is ben-
eficial to improving the reliability and efficiency of the mo-
tor control.
[0063] Apparently, this embodiment is described on
the basis of the third embodiment, and Step b3 may also
be applied to the first embodiment, which can address
the same technical issue as that of this embodiment and
achieve the same technical effect
[0064] Based on the properties of the motor and the
running speed of the motor, the motor usually has a cer-
tain motor resonance interval. In order to ensure the nor-
mal operation of the motor, the control method generally
further includes Step b2 after or before Step a1. In Step
b2, the motor speed is controlled to avoid the resonance
interval of the motor, where the speed corresponding to
the motor resonance interval is related to the properties
of the motor itself.
[0065] The control method for the motor speed can be
applied to many occasions. The control methods for the
motor speed, disclosed in the present application and
used for determining whether the actual motor speed falls
in a certain error range of the set speed, fall within the
scope of protection of the present application. Devices,
in which the central processing module and the drive con-
trol module disclosed in the present application are
adopted to drive the motor and the control method for
the motor speed disclosed in the present application is
adopted to control and detect the operating state of the
motor speed, fall within the scope of protection of the
present application.
[0066] It should be noted that the above embodiments
are only for explaining the present application and are
not intended to limit the technical solutions described in
the present application. Although the present application
has been described in detail with reference to the em-
bodiments described above, it should be understood by
those skilled in the art that modifications or equivalent
substitutions can still be made to the present application
by those skilled in the art, and all the technical solutions
and modifications thereof without departing from the spirit
and scope of the present application fall within the scope
of the claims.

Claims

1. A control system, wherein the control system is con-
figured to control a motor, and comprises a central
processing module and a drive control module;
when the motor is running, the drive control module
is configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of
the motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a
period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, and convert the voltage of the phase
coil of the motor, to which no voltage is applied, into
a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital
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signal and update the digital signal in real time during
the period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor;
the central processing module is configured to read
the digital signal, and obtain a present average value
by performing a mathematical operation on the
present digital signal and either a previous average
value or an initial value; and
the central processing module is configured to de-
termine whether the present average value falls be-
tween a first threshold and a second threshold,
wherein the first threshold and the second threshold
are set corresponding to a preset speed, and the
central processing module is configured to deter-
mine whether a running speed of the motor is con-
sistent with the preset speed according to a deter-
mination result and send out a control signal.

2. The control system according to claim 1, wherein the
drive control module comprises a coil sample-and-
hold circuit and an ADC circuit, the coil sample-and-
hold circuit is configured to sample the voltage of the
coil, and the ADC circuit is configured to convert the
sampled voltage signal of the coil into the digital sig-
nal.

3. The control system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the drive control module further comprises a logic
processing register, the logic processing register
comprises a bemf register, and the bemf register is
configured to store the digital signal converted by
the ADC circuit.

4. The control system according to claim 3, wherein the
logic processing register further comprises a micro-
step register, and the micro-step register is config-
ured to store a micro-step value of a stepping motor.

5. The control system for a stepping motor according
to claim 3 or 4, wherein the logic processing register
is configured to provide a clock signal to the coil sam-
ple-and-hold circuit, to allow voltage sampling of the
coil performed by the coil sample-and-hold circuit
occurs during the period in which no voltage is ap-
plied to any phase coil of the motor.

6. A control method, wherein the control method is used
for controlling a motor and is implemented by a con-
trol system, and the control system comprises a cen-
tral processing module and a drive control module;
when the motor is running, the drive control module
is configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of
the motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a
period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, and convert the voltage of the phase
coil of the motor, to which no voltage is applied, into
a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital

signal and update the digital signal in real time during
the period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor;
the central processing module is configured to read
the digital signal, obtain a present average value of
the digital signal, and perform the control method,
and
the control method comprises the following steps:

a1, reading a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and either an initial value
Bemfaver0 or a previous average value;
a2, reading a digital signal Bemfi;
a3, calculating a present average value Bem-
faveri according to an equation Bem-
faveri=(aBemfaveri-1+bBemfi)/(a+b), wherein i
represents the number of times the digital signal
is read, i=1, 2..., and when i=1, Bemfaveri-1 is
the initial value Bemfaver0;
a4, determining whether the present average
value Bemfaveri falls between the first threshold
Bemfmin and the second threshold Bemfmax, and
if yes, proceeding to Step a2, otherwise pro-
ceeding to Step a5; and
a5, determining that a running speed of the mo-
tor is inconsistent with a preset speed and send-
ing out a control signal.

7. A control method, wherein the control method is used
for controlling a motor and is implemented by a con-
trol system, and the control system comprises a cen-
tral processing module and a drive control module;
when the motor is running, the drive control module
is configured to sample a voltage of a phase coil of
the motor, to which no voltage is applied, during a
period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor, and convert the voltage of the phase
coil of the motor, to which no voltage is applied, into
a digital signal;
the control system is configured to store the digital
signal and update the digital signal in real time during
the period in which no voltage is applied to any phase
coil of the motor;
the central processing module is configured to read
the digital signal, obtain a present average value of
the digital signal, and perform the control method,
the control method comprises the following steps:

a1, reading a first threshold Bemfmin, a second
threshold Bemfmax and either an initial value
Bemfaver0 or a previous average value;
a2, reading a digital signal Bemfi;
a3, calculating a present average value Bem-
faveri according to an equation Bem-
faveri=(Bemfaveri-1+Bemfi)/2, wherein i repre-
sents the number of times the digital signal is
read, i=1, 2..., and when i=1, Bemfaveri-1 is the
initial value Bemfaver0;
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a4, determining whether the present average
value Bemfaveri falls between the first threshold
Bemfmin and the second threshold Bemfmax, and
if yes, proceeding to Step a2, otherwise pro-
ceeding to Step a5; and
a5, determining that a running speed of the mo-
tor is inconsistent with a preset speed and send-
ing out a control signal.

8. The control method according to claim 6 or 7, further
comprising Step b3 after Step a2:
Step b3, determining whether a moment when the
digital signal is read is within the period in which no
voltage is not applied to any phase coil of the motor,
and if yes, proceeding to Step a2, otherwise pro-
ceeding to Step a3.

9. The control method according to claim 8, further
comprising Step b31 after Step b3:
Step b31, determining whether there is one period,
in which no voltage is applied to any phase coil of
the motor, included between the read digital signal
and the previous digital signal, and if yes, proceeding
to Step a3, otherwise proceeding to Step a2.

10. The control method according to claim 9, further
comprising Step b2 after or before Step a1:
Step b2, controlling a motor speed to avoid a reso-
nance interval of the motor, wherein a speed corre-
sponding to the motor resonance interval is related
to properties of the motor itself.
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